We show that the multiplicative product of a molecular-beam excitation spectrum and an ultracold-molecule excitation spectrum, with a frequency offset appropriate to the initial ultracold-molecule level, provides the relative rate of stimulated Raman transfer (SRT) from a given high rovibrational level to the lowest rovibronic level, i.e., the v = 0,J = 0 level of the ground electronic state for photoassociated (and magnetoassociated) ultracold molecules. This product spectrum clearly indicates the optimal pathways for SRT, even when the two component spectra are completely unassigned. We illustrate this specifically for the case of KRb.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold molecules (UMs) have attracted growing interest in recent years, due in large part to their potential utility in areas such as ultracold chemistry [1] [2] [3] , quantum dipolar systems [4, 5] , quantum information [6] , and tests of fundamental symmetries [7] . In order to achieve the lowest temperatures, the molecules are formed by binding together atoms that are already ultracold, using either photoassociation (PA) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or magnetoassociation (MA) [15, 16] . In PA, laser light transfers a colliding atom pair from the ground-state continuum to an excited bound state, followed by spontaneous emission (SE) into a bound level of the X 1 + electronic ground state or the metastable a 3 + state correlating to two ground-state atoms. In MA, a magnetic field is swept through a Feshbach resonance that couples the free-atom continuum to a bound molecular state. In the case of PA, either 100% or ∼75% of the population ends up in the a 3 + state and 0% or ∼25% ends up in the X 1 + state, depending on whether = 0 − or 2 or = 0 + or 1, respectively [17] . In the case of MA, 100% of the molecules are in the a 3 + state [18] . Hence our emphasis here is on transfer from the a 3 + state to the v = 0,J = 0 level of the X state, denoted here as X(0,0). Note that for such a triplet-to-singlet transfer, an intermediate state of strongly mixed singlet-triplet character will be optimal.
A disadvantage of these long-range association techniques is that the resulting molecules typically reside in neardissociation vibrational levels of the X or a states, although exceptions [10, [19] [20] [21] do exist. These high vibrational levels are problematic for two reasons: (i) they are not stable against vibrational quenching (inelastic and reactive collisions with atoms or other molecules) and (ii) the electric dipole moments of heteronuclear molecules, which are important for many of the applications, are vanishingly small in these barely bound levels. Transferring UMs from their initial high rovibrational levels into the rovibrational ground level while keeping them translationally cold is therefore of critical importance.
Driving a stimulated Raman transition through an electronically excited state is an obvious way to realize this population transfer, ideally via stimulated Raman adiabatic passage with nearly 100% efficiency [22] . Here we present a spectroscopic prescription for optimizing this transfer. An excited intermediate state is required that has strong couplings to both the initial high-v level [Stokes (PUMP) transition] and the final X(0,0) level [anti-Stokes (DUMP) transition]. In principle, if the molecular potentials and the energy levels of the electronic states are well known, the relevant FranckCondon factors (FCFs) between relevant electronic states can be calculated so that optimal rovibronic levels may be chosen for the population transfer. However, this is not always possible due to a scarcity of spectroscopic information for particular molecules. Also, severe perturbations among the electronic states can make it difficult to fully analyze the spectra, to accurately calculate the transition dipole matrix elements between states, and thus to choose optimal routes for transfer.
Alternatively, various techniques such as Feshbachoptimized photoassociation [23] and resonant coupling of excited states due to electronic coupling [24] have been developed to avoid the SRT. These methods, however, also require detailed spectroscopic information and complex calculations to predict population transfer rates and are not yet experimentally realized.
The primary method used to date to identify SRT pathways is that of dark resonances [25] . In SRT, the PUMP transition is first found by observing the depletion of the high-v molecules on resonance with strong transitions to intermediate levels.
With this resonant PUMP light present, the DUMP transition is then found by minimizing the depletion when the PUMP and DUMP light are two-photon resonant, resulting in a coherent dark-state superposition of initial and final states. These highresolution spectroscopic methods have allowed pathways to be identified for efficient transfer to X(0,0) in KRb [15] , Cs 2 [26] , and Rb 2 [27] . Earlier relatively inefficient incoherent schemes were used to produce X(0,0) in K 2 [13] and RbCs [14] . A related scheme using optical pumping (spontaneous Raman transitions) with broadband light has also been implemented in Cs 2 [28] .
In the present work we describe an alternative method for straightforward identification of the optimum pathways for SRT in heteronuclear alkali-metal diatomic molecules. It combines pulsed-laser resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy of high-v UMs in the X or a states produced by PA with pulsed-laser REMPI spectroscopy of X(0,0) molecules in a pulsed supersonic molecular beam (MB) [29] [30] [31] [32] . These two independent spectra, starting from different initial states, are configured to probe the same excited-state energy range. The key is then to offset the two spectra by the difference in their initial binding energies and then take their multiplicative product.
The connection with optimal SRT pathways can be explained by using a succinct mathematical equation. Consider the intensity I (SRT) of SRT from a high rovibrational level (v,J ) of the a 3 + state of KRb to the X(0,0) level of the X 
where D ij is the electronic transition dipole moment (ETDM) function between electronic states |i and |j and the bra and ket vectors refer to the rovibronic wave functions. However, the first matrix element squared is also proportional to the intensity of the excitation spectrum to the e intermediate state of an UM formed by PA or MA in the (v,J ) level of the a state, i.e., to I (UM). Moreover, the second matrix element squared is proportional to the excitation spectrum to the e intermediate state of v = 0, low-J levels of the X ground electronic state, i.e., to the dominant features in I (MB). Thus, at the same total level energy E where one observes the same intermediate state e (v ,J ) in both spectra, the relative strength of various SRT pathways can be easily obtained by simply taking the product of the intensities I (SRT) ∝ I (MB)I (UM).
An important advantage of this method is that the generally complex spectra of the excited intermediate levels need not be assigned, greatly simplifying the procedure. In fact, the intermediate levels need not even be identified-the optimization is strictly empirical. For a given initial (high-v) level and the final X(0,0) level, the product spectrum automatically determines the optimal intermediate level for SRT. The technique takes advantage of the strengths of the two types of spectroscopy. Ultracold PA or MA produces primarily high-v molecules as the starting point, while the MB is a source of predominantly X(0,0) molecules.
It should also be noted that the X(0,0) levels have hyperfine structure and a specific hyperfine component must be selected to produce a gas of identical molecules in a single quantum state [15] . However, we do not consider this complication here. 
II. EXPERIMENT
This scheme can be employed for diatomic molecules with an arbitrary combination of different alkali-metal atoms, as well as many other cases not yet studied. Figure 1 shows the ab initio potential-energy curves (PECs) [33] , the primary energy levels, and processes involved in our MB, PA, and UM experiments relevant to transferring population from high rovibrational levels of the X 1 + or the a 3 + state to the X(0,0) level of the KRb molecule.
The PA process followed by SE prepares molecules in high rovibrational levels of the X 1 + and a 3 + states. These levels become the initial long-range levels for the UM excitation spectrum. Initial levels for the MB excitation spectra are low rotational levels, predominantly in the v = 0 vibrational level of the X 1 + state near the equilibrium internuclear distance R e , which are prepared by supersonic expansion of K and Rb vapor with an inert carrier gas.
A one-color resonance-enhanced two-photon-ionization (RE2PI) detection method is used to obtain the MB and UM excitation spectra. For efficient population transfer to X(0,0), a suitable intermediate level e (v ,J ) (represented in Fig. 1 as a horizontal line) should be selected. An ideal intermediate level for the optimal SRT pathway has large ETDMs and large FCFs with both the initial near-dissociation level in the large-internuclear-distance region and the final level in the X-state equilibrium internuclear distance region. Thus a large multiplicative product of a MB excitation spectrum and an UM excitation spectrum to the same intermediate level provides a large SRT rate from a given high rovibrational level a(v, J ) to
The following pulsed supersonic MB and UM experiments are used to carry out the methods explained above.
A. Pulsed supersonic MB experiment
A pulsed supersonic MB of alkali-metal molecules with a rotational temperature of less than 5 K is generated by a pulsed jet, preparing a small number of significantly populated levels; typically for recent KRb experiments [30] , the dominant features involve X(0,J ) levels with traces of X(1,J ) for low J . Molecules of KRb were produced by expanding K ( 39 K and 41 K) and Rb ( 85 Rb and 87 Rb) vapor with Kr gas through a 300
• C pulsed nozzle, with a backing pressure of 530-550 Torr, into a vacuum chamber. The pulsed jet was collimated by a 1.2-mm-diameter skimmer.
Although Rb) by use of a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer, with a dual microchannel plate detector (m/ m ≈ 500). Since our goal is to end up in X(0,0), the X(0,J ) absorption spectral intensities give us the intensity of the second step of the SRT (SR2) in Fig. 1 [12] in overlapped 39 K and 85 Rb dark-spot magneto-optical traps (MOTs) with densities of 3 × 10 10 and 1 × 10 11 cm −3 and temperatures of 300 and 100 μK, respectively. A cw PA laser is applied to generate a specific rovibrational level of the excited molecular 3(0 − ) state near the K(4s) + Rb(5p 1/2 ) asymptote. This state decays exclusively to the a 3 + ( = 0 − and 1) state due to the electric dipole transition selection rules with respect to the total parity and angular momentum ( = 0,±1,+ ↔ +, and− ↔ −) [34] . High-resolution PA of the ultracold atoms involves free-tobound absorption from colliding ultracold atoms to high vibrational levels of excited electronic states with only a few quanta of rotational angular momentum (J < 5 in our KRb spectra [12] ).
For detection of these high-v levels, a pulsed dye laser beam with a 0.2 cm −1 linewidth, ∼5 ns pulse width, 10 Hz repetition rate, and a few millijoule pulse energy illuminates the overlapped MOTs to provide state-selective RE2PI. The KRb + ions produced are accelerated into a Channeltron ion detector. This RE2PI detection reveals the first step of the SRT, labeled SR1 in Fig. 1 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the important case of 39 K 85 Rb, the many mutually perturbing states arising from the K + Rb(5p) and K(4p) + Rb asymptotes [33] make the full assignment of the spectrum difficult. In the spectroscopic region given as an example here (15 372-15 562 cm −1 ), the levels of most states are complex mixtures of and character, as well as of singlet and triplet character, and the fractional parentage of given electronic states can vary rapidly with energy. Thus the energy levels in this region have only been partially assigned [36, 37] .
First, in Secs. III A and III B, we briefly describe spectral analyses obtained from the MB and UM excitation spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, for the case of 39 K 85 Rb. Second, in Sec. III C, we discuss the method of MB × UM product spectroscopy, shown in Fig. 2(c) , for determination of the optimal pathway for SRT of high-v levels of 39 K 85 Rb to the lowest rovibronic level. Finally, in Sec. III D, we discuss applications of our method to other heteronuclear diatomic molecules.
A. Pulsed supersonic MB excitation spectra
The pulsed supersonic MB generates molecules with vibrational temperature near 1 K for KRb, which means that the population is ∼95% in v = 0 and ∼5% in v = 1. We expect that transitions between the singlet ground state and singlet intermediate states will appear as the main transitions in the RE2PI spectrum from MB. Due to the perturbations between the singlet and triplet states, however, both the intermediate triplet and singlet states can be reached from the initial ground state populated by the supersonic MB. However, since the X state is of + ( = 0 + ) symmetry, only = 0 + and 1 states can be accessed in these spectra considering the transition selection rules for and parity. We have been able to assign nearly all of the observed transitions by analyzing both the MB and UM spectra, although these assignments are not necessary or even particularly useful for finding the optimal SRT path. A detailed analysis for the quantum number assignments, vibrational spacings, etc., of the relevant electronic states is reported elsewhere [35] .
In our experimental region ab initio PECs [33] are available for all of the states (A 1 + , 3 1 + , 1 1 , 2 3 + , and b 3 ) that lie below the K + Rb (5p 1/2 ) dissociation asymptote. A MB spectrum for 39 K 85 Rb is given in Fig. 2(a) , with assignments to four of these states. et al. [36] and Kasahara et al. [37] , and the ETDMs reported by Beuc et al. [38] . Singlet transitions to the A 1 + state are not observed due to small FCFs between the X and A state. Also, the ETDM of the 3 1 + ← X 1 + transition is predicted to be very small, but we nevertheless observe regular and very weak vibronic structure assignable to the 3 1 + (v ) ← X 1 + (v = 0) transitions in the MB excitation spectrum.
The triplet states can only be accessed through the perturbations between singlet and triplet states because the initial state in the MB experiment is the singlet X 1 + state. Thus these transitions (2 3 + and b
3
← X 1 + ) are weak except when there is strong spin-orbit mixing between the singlet and triplet states.
It is normally easy to distinguish between the singlet and triplet states because the 1 1 ( = 1) state accessible in this energy region has only one component while the triplet Fig. 2(a) considering the perturbation selection rule. Both the = 0 − and 1 components of the 2 3 + state can be accessed from the initial a 3 + state using the UM method as discussed below. It is impossible to identify the = 0 − and 1 components by either the UM method alone or the MB method alone because the energy ordering of those states cannot be identified. However, we can readily identify the = 1 state from the MB experiment by comparing the MB spectra in Fig. 2(a) with the UM spectra in Fig. 2(b state (v = 28 − 52). We do not report detailed information on this state in the present paper.
In the MB RE2PI spectrum [ Fig. 2(a) ], the vibrationally hot v ← v = 1 bands are very weak compared to the v ← v = 0 bands. The analysis of these hot bands indicates that the vibrational temperature T vib < 1 K. In our spectra the separate rotational lines for each vibrational level were not resolved. The 1 1 (v = 11) ← X 1 + (v = 0) band observed in our MB RE2PI spectrum and a simulation using the parameters T rot = 1.490(49) K, a Gaussian linewidth of 0.1111 (36) Fig. 3 .
B. UM excitation spectra
In the heteronuclear case of KRb, the emission from a chosen level of an upper electronic state of a PA line is either to both the X and a states (for = 0 + or 1 states) or to the a state only (for = 0 − or 2 states). It is from these highly excited a or X rovibrational levels to various intermediate excited rovibronic levels that the first step of a SRT to X(0,0) would take place. However, the intermediate states are generally well below the near-dissociation region of the excited states reached by PA; moreover, the absorption spectra of these high-a or -X levels can be distinct from the absorption spectra of colliding atoms (i.e., PA) since the lower-state wave functions can be significantly different. The intensities in these spectra are directly proportional to the intensity of SR1 through an intermediate electronically excited state to X(0,0).
An example of an UM spectrum for KRb [produced by PA to a level of the excited 3(0 − ) state followed by SE to the a state] is shown in Fig. 2(b) . It should be noted that the energy scales in both the MB and the UM spectra are the same. However, the frequency axis of the UM spectrum shown in Fig. 2(b) is shifted up by the energy difference E(a, v = 21, J = 0) − E(X, v = 0, J = 0). This causes transitions from the lower level in Fig. 2(a) [X(0,0)] and the lower level in Fig. 2(b) [a(21,0)] to a common upper level to coincide. This assumes that the energies of the a(v, J ) levels are known with respect to X(0,0). Fortunately these levels are relatively unperturbed and readily assigned; they are well known for KRb and most other cases of heteronuclear alkali-metal dimers thanks to the work of Pashov et al. [39] .
Considering only the spectroscopic spin selection rule, one might think that the triplet-triplet transitions will appear as the main transitions in the RE2PI spectrum of the UM experiment because the initial state is the triplet a 3 + state. However, the a state is better described in Hund's case (c) as a state of = 0 − and 1 character, as discussed in the following paragraph. The vibronic structures observed in the UM and MB excitation spectra are significantly different from each other. This is mainly because the electron-spin characters of the initial states of the UM (a 3 + ) and MB (X 1 + ) excitation spectra and the shapes (and locations) of the corresponding PECs are very different. The main features of the RE2PI spectrum from UM (2 3 + ← a 3 + and b
3
← a 3 + ) are identified by considering the corresponding FCFs calculated using the ab initio PECs, the number of the components of states observed in the MB and UM experiments, the separation between the components of the triplet states, and the ETDMs reported by Beuc et al. [38] .
In contrast to the MB spectra, the UM spectra show strong transitions to both singlet and triplet states. Since the a state includes both = 0 − and 1 components, absorption can occur to states with = 0 − , 0 + , 1, and 2, i.e., to all states correlating with the K + Rb(5p) and K(4p) + Rb asymptotes. The UM spectra are therefore more congested. The 3 1 + state is not observed in the UM experiment when a PA line of the 3(0 − ) state, which decays to only the a 3 + state, is used; however, this state is observed when a PA line of the 3(0 + ) state is used [40] .
The UM spectra also have broader FCF distributions than the MB spectra, which are localized in a small region. Because the MB spectra also contain only = 0 + and 1 states, it is easier to assign the electronic states than in the UM spectra. However, it is still not easy to assign the electronic states by using only the MB spectra if there are severe perturbations among the electronic states. A comparison with the UM spectra makes it possible to observe = 0 − and 2 components of the 2 3 + and b 3 states forbidden from the X 1 + state and to unravel these complex and highly perturbed spectra.
C. MB × UM product spectroscopy
Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the intensities of the MB spectra, the UM spectra, and the spectra of the multiplicative product of MB and UM, respectively. We show here that this provides a reliable determination of the relative rates of SRT to the target X ( 
. We emphasize that although here we have been able to assign the intermediate levels, this is not necessary for the optimization of SRT. Moreover, the product spectrum in Fig. 2 Two recent experiments have applied SRT to the case of KRb. The experiments by Ospelkaus et al. [15] reach SRT efficiencies over 90% from the initial magnetoassociated (Feshbach) molecule with primarily triplet character to the rovibrational ground state X(0, 0) in a high-phase-space-density gas of KRb molecules. However, they used a near-infrared laser beam wavelength that is not in the strongly perturbed region studied here. We expect that if we were to study their transfer region, we would identify their intermediate transfer level to X(0,0). Aikawa et al. [41] employed SRT in KRb to the lowest rovibronic level X(0,0) from weakly bound levels of the X state (formed by PA) and thus used an essentially pure singlet level as the intermediate state. Our product method would work equally well in identifying optimal intermediate states using the same MB spectrum and a new UM spectrum from a high-v level of the X state. However, in this singlet-singlet SRT, a strongly perturbed intermediate state is no longer desirable.
D. Applications to other diatomic molecules
Our method can also be applied to homonuclear alkalimetal diatomic molecules. In the homonuclear case, the emission of gerade excited states is to the ungerade a state, while the emission of ungerade excited states is to the gerade X state. Due to this difference in symmetry with respect to the inversion center, these two X and a states cannot have common upper states assuming electric-dipole-allowed transitions and cannot be coupled by a SRT (except possibly by hyperfine mixing of the X and a states extremely close to dissociation as in MA). Thus the high-lying rovibrational levels of the X state with gerade symmetry near the dissociation limit of the ground state and intermediate electronic states with ungerade symmetry are needed to transfer the population to X(0,0). Thus only high-v levels of the X state (and not the a state) can be transferred by SRT to X(0,0).
Let us now focus on other heteronuclear molecules. Among heteronuclear alkali-metal diatomic molecules, RbCs is a promising candidate because spectra from both MB and UM experiments are available with visible laser frequencies. Although PA and incoherent transfer to the ground state were carried out by Kerman et al. [8] , there is yet to be a transfer to X(0,0) by SRT. This reflects the fact that efficient transfer routes to X(0,0) are still not known. Debatin et al. [25] used dark-state spectroscopy to investigate the intermediate
states, mixed by the spin-orbit interaction for transferring RbCs Feshbach molecules to X(0,0). Also, recent UM experiments [42] have been carried out with high resolution in the 640-nm region to investigate intermediate states for transferring to the X(0,0) level. Molecular-beam experiments near 640 nm [29] and 500 nm [30] from the lowest vibrational level of the X state for RbCs have been carried out. Unfortunately, the intermediate region between 640 and 500 nm is not yet available. The existing UM spectra [42] show significant hyperfine structure. However, we expect that it may be possible to combine the MB and UM spectra after deconvolution of the rotational structure and hyperfine structure. Then our MB × UM product spectra can be used to identify appropriate SRT routes near 640 nm.
Although the MB spectra ( Fig. 1 in Ref. [29] ) are simpler than those obtained by other experimental methods, they could not be assigned to the vibrational levels of the specific electronic states because vibrational progressions for the electronic states in that region are not regular due to large perturbations among the electronic states. However, if we use our methodology, that severely perturbed region should identify optimal transfer routes to X(0,0) due to strong singlet-triplet mixing with the intermediate states because the final state is a singlet state while the initial state is a triplet state.
The MB × UM method should also be very useful for other alkali-metal heteronuclear diatomic molecules, such as LiK [9] , LiCs [10] , and NaCs [11] , for which PA has been carried out. Also, there are many other molecules, such as KCs, LiAl, and IBr, for which PA has not carried out and for which both singlet and triplet states can be formed in the asymptotic limit of two atoms with a 2 S or 2 P atomic ground state. Molecules formed from atoms with spin greater than 1 2 should also be amenable to similar treatment.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we introduce a method, MB × UM product spectroscopy, for reliably identifying pathways suitable for stimulated Raman adiabatic passage transfer of ultracold molecules to the lowest rovibronic level X(0, 0). Unlike previous methods, it is unnecessary to make detailed spectroscopic assignments of the intermediate states used for transfer. Furthermore, this method provides a powerful spectroscopic tool for exploring complex spectra that cannot readily be analyzed by using the spectra from either MB or UM experiments alone. Finally, we have determined that in 39 K 85 Rb the most efficient route to transfer molecules formed near dissociation by PA to the lowest rovibronic levels of the X 1 + ground electronic state is through the path a 3 + (v = 21) → 1 1 (v = 8) → X 1 + (v = 0). Similar considerations apply to other heteronuclear alkalimetal dimers and other systems where the dissociation energy of the X (0,0) level and the binding energy of the UM level are precisely known. A comparison of the MB and UM spectra can also be used to improve the accuracy of the dissociation energy or the binding energy if one of the two quantities is accurately known.
